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ABSTRACT: We report on the fluorescence properties of high optical quality
all-polymer planar microcavities embedding core−shell dot-in-rod CdSe/CdS
nanocrystals. Properly tuned microcavities allow a 10-fold sharpening of the
nanocrystals fluorescence spectrum, resulting in a reduction of the bandwidth from
24 to 2.4 nm, which corresponds to a quality factor larger than 250. A 5-fold peak
photoluminescence intensity enhancement is measured, while the overall number of
emitted photons is reduced. Time-resolved photoluminescence and quantum yield for
microcavities and suitable references show the presence of two decays related to
differences in nanocrystal size distribution. The slower decay rate, which becomes
faster when the nanocrystals are embedded into the microcavity, is assigned to longer nanorods with emission spectrally
overlapped to the cavity mode. Conversely, the short-living component, which is assigned to an impurity of shorter nanorods,
remains unaffected by the microcavity.
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Colloidal nanocrystals have attracted considerable attentionin the field of light emitting devices thanks to their
high fluorescence quantum yield (QY) and spectral tunability
via electronic structure engineering and surface functionaliza-
tion. Indeed, their composition and shape can be adjusted to
obtain materials with tailored and stable electronic proper-
ties.1 Nanocrystals of different shapes such as CdSe nano-
platelets2 and core−shell architectures as CdSe/CdS dot-in-
rods3 or giant-shells4,5 have been used in several light-
emitting applications,6−10 including lasers working both in
the pulsed and in the continuous wave regime.11−17 To this
end, a careful surface functionalization improves passivation,
thus, reducing photoluminescence (PL) quenching defects,18−22
while allowing solubility in many organic and polar solvents,
including water,23−27 and promoting self-organization and
preparation of nanocomposites for solid state photonic
structures and devices.28−36 Among these structures, photonic
crystals, which are dielectric lattices where materials with
different refractive indices are periodically alternated at the
submicrometric scale, have been demonstrated effective for
light propagation control and light−matter interaction manage-
ment.37,38 While inorganic photonic crystals are widely used,
their organic counterparts recently gained growing interest
owing to their simple preparation methods, low weight, and
extraordinary mechanical properties.30 In particular, polymer
planar photonic crystals such as Distributed Bragg Reflectors
(DBRs) and microcavities are promising for mass production
thanks to established fabrication technologies currently used in
packaging industry.39−44 On the lab scale, these multilayered
structures can be successfully prepared by spin-coating of
polymers or inorganic nanoparticles, and by block copolymer
self-assembly.45,46 While the latter needs complicated and
expensive synthetic routes,47,48 spin-coating inorganic nano-
particles multilayers requires time-consuming postdeposition
annealing.49−53 Spin-coating of polymer solutions is instead a
fast and low cost alternative, that provides high optical quality
DBRs and microcavities. Moreover, such structures can be
peeled-off from the substrate leading to free-standing and
flexible photonic crystals adaptable to preformed surfaces
(Figure 1a).29,41,42,54−65 In the framework of organic photonics,
all-polymer DBRs and microcavities have been successfully
demonstrated as efficient sensors,64,66,67 lasers,28,56,57,68 and
all-optical modulators.69−71 Concerning optical resonators, so
far the research activities have been focused on lasing prop-
erties such as pump threshold and emission narrowing, while
material issues related to the optical quality of polymer planar
microcavities, their spectroscopic properties, field confinement,
and directional emission have not been exhaustively addressed
yet.28,56,57,68
In this work, we investigate high quality, large area,
all-polymer planar microcavities embedding CdSe/CdS
dot-in-rods (DiRs) in the cavity layer (Figure 1b). We
report on the dual emission of DiRs:polystyrene (PS) nano-
composite and on line-narrowing and directional redistri-
bution of the fluorescence oscillator strength in all-polymer
microcavities. Moreover, we discuss nanosecond photo-
luminescence decay dynamics and quantum yields showing
the effect of field confinement on the microcavity photo-
physics.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we focus on CdSe/CdS DiRs with a diameter of
4.7 nm and a typical length of ∼35 nm; however, displays
some dispersion in length together with a second population
of much shorter impuritiess, as retrieved from the Transmis-
sion Electron Microscopy (TEM) micrographs reported in
Supporting Information, Figure S1. Figure 2a shows absorbance
and PL spectra of DiRs dispersed in toluene. The well-defined
absorbance peaks positioned at 602 and 557 nm are related to
the CdSe core.3 The strong absorption onset around 500 nm is
assigned to the bulk-like rod-shaped CdS shell. The remarkable
difference in intensity comparing CdSe to CdS features is due
to the larger amount of CdS in the nanocrystals. DiRs show a
slightly asymmetric PL spectrum centered at 612 nm with
24 nm (79 meV) full width at half-maximum (fwhm). A 10 nm
Stokes shift with respect to the CdSe core band edge is detected.
To embed DiRs in high optical quality all-polymer
microcavities, a suitable nanocomposite has been prepared.
For this purpose, DiRs were dispersed into a polystyrene matrix
(DiRs:PS), as described in the Methods section. Figure 2b
reports the absorption and fluorescence spectra of the DiRs:PS
nanocomposite spin-cast films, that show remarkable differences
in absorption from the toluene DiRs dispersion (Figure 2a).
The features in the range between 500 and 650 nm, which were
originally observed in the suspension, appear masked by a
broad tail assigned to light scattering generated by the large
amount of DiRs loaded into the nanocomposite (see also
Supporting Information, Figure S2). The CdS shell absorption
is still detected at 480 nm as a peak. Interestingly, even with the
different absorption profiles, the PL line shape in the composite
film remains unchanged with respect to the toluene solution,
suggesting that light scattering induced by heavily loaded DiRs
does not affect the electronic properties of the emitters, which
retain their nanocrystal identity. Indeed, DiRs coalescence
can be excluded since confocal reflection and fluorescence
microscopy images (Supporting Information, Figure S2) reveal
a homogeneous high density distribution of small, submicro-
metric emitting spots instead of a uniform fluorescent film.
A careful analysis of the PL spectra shows the effect of the
DiRs nonmonodisperse size distribution previously observed in
the TEM images (Supporting Information, Figure S1). Indeed,
the PL spectra can be deconvolved into two Voigt shaped
components centered at 608 (peak 1) and 617 nm (peak 2; see
Supporting Information, Figure S3 and Table S1). The Voigt
line shape accounts for inhomogeneous broadening in the
system. The same deconvolution with very similar parameters
also holds for DiRs dispersed in toluene. According to the
reported size distribution (Supporting Information, Figure S1)
and to the known relation between PL and quantum dots
size, we assign the low energy peak (617 nm) to longer DiRs
(with average length of 35 nm), while the high energy one
(608 nm) is assigned to the much shorter DiRs.1,3
A nanocomposite thin film identical to the one used to
record the spectra of Figure 2b has been embedded between
two identical λ/4 DBRs made of 25 spin-cast bilayers of
poly(N-vinylcarbazole) (PVK) and cellulose acetate (CA).
The microcavity reflectance spectrum shows an intense and
broad peak between 580 and 646 nm assigned to the photonic
band gap (PBG, Figure 2c). The wide fwhm (66 nm) arises
from the relatively large (compared to other polymer systems)
dielectric contrast between PVK (n ∼ 1.66 at λ = 600 nm) and
CA (n ∼ 1.48 at λ = 800 nm).72 Within the PBG, we observe a
sharp minimum at 613 nm assigned to the cavity mode, while
the background of the reflectance spectrum is modulated by
interference fringes. The absorption of the PVK aromatic
rings73−75 affects the reflectance spectrum below 350 nm and
overlaps the CdS shell absorption. The second order PBG,
which is expected at ∼300 nm, is not observed, confirming
that the thickness of the layers in the dielectric mirrors fulfill
the λ/4 condition. We remind that under such conditions,
the bandwidth of the PBG can be analytically calculated as
Figure 1. (a) Freestanding rolled-up microcavity under violet laser
excitation where the bright DiRs red fluorescence is observed. (b)
Scheme of the planar microcavity.
Figure 2. Absorption (black) and fluorescence (red) spectra of
(a) nanocrystals dispersed in toluene and (b) nanocrystals dispersed in
PS. (c) Normalized reflectance spectrum of the microcavity.
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.30 According to this equation and to refractive
index dispersions previously reported,72 the expected band-
width for this system is 60 nm, which is in good agreement with
the experimental value (66 nm).
Figure 3a compares the transmittance spectrum of the
microcavity to the one calculated via the transfer matrix
method (TMM)76 using the refractive index dispersions of
PVK and CA reported in literature72 and preliminary complex
optical functions for DiRs:PS (see Supporting Information,
Figure S4). The simulation has been used to fit the thickness of
the layers composing the microcavity and the results are 94 nm
for PVK, 100 nm for CA, and 208 nm for DiRs:PS nanocom-
posite. These values are in good agreement with those reported
in our previous works69,77,78 and with those calculated by the
analytical formulas for the λ/4 condition (92 nm for PVK and
104 nm for CA).30 In addition, the calculated thickness of
the nanocomposite layer successfully matches the λ/2 con-
dition30,79 (193 nm). Transmittance spectrum shows a broad
band with negligible values in the range 580−646 nm con-
taining a sharp and weak maximum centered at 613 nm. These
two features correspond to the microcavity PBG and cavity
mode, respectively. The calculated spectrum reproduces all the
major features of the experimental one (PBG width, cavity
mode position, interference fringes). Moreover, the simulation
perfectly accounts for polarized angle-resolved transmittance
spectra (Supporting Information, Figure S5), further demon-
strating the excellent optical quality of our all-polymer
microcavities.30,80
Figure 3b highlights the spectral reshaping induced by
the microcavity on the PL of DiRs:PS nanocomposite with
respect to the reference film recorded under the very same
experimental conditions. The modified photonic environment
induces a factor 10 sharpening of the PL spectrum, whose
fwhm changes from 24 nm for the reference to 2.4 nm for the
microcavity (see also Supporting Information, Figure S6, for a
comparison of peak normalized PL spectra). In addition, for the
microcavity, PL peak intensity is ∼5× larger than for the
reference. The microcavity quality factor (Q = λ/Δλ = 255) is
the largest so far reported for planar all-polymer micro-
cavities.28,41,56,57,77,80 The PL spectrum of the nanocomposite
has been dramatically reshaped with a strong reduction of the
intensity at the PBG spectral region, and a strong increase at
the cavity mode. This spectral redistribution of the PL oscillator
strength agrees with previous findings obtained on different
emitting systems having much broader PL spectrum77,80 and
indicates that a very fine-tuning can be easily obtained with
spun-cast all-polymer large area microcavities.
The spectral redistribution of PL can be explained using the
modified Fermi’s Golden Rule within the photonic crystal.
The traditional formula for the transition rate within the time-
dependent weak perturbation approach:
μω π ρ ω=
ℏ
| · |W E( ) 2 ( )2
(1)
is modified by the photonic crystal. The electric field E in a
photonic crystal is related to the allowed optical modes En,k
(r,ω) within the dielectric lattice. The density of states ρ(ω)
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In eq 2, μ is the matrix element of the dipole moment
between the final |f⟩ and initial |i⟩ electronic states. In the case
of an emitter embedded into a homogeneous isotropic medium,
the density of photonic states shows an ω2 dependence, while
in a microcavity its spectral shape becomes a crucial factor
(eq 2).81 At the PBG energies, ρ1(r,ω) is negligible, while at the
cavity mode, it strongly grows in a sharp frequency interval,
thus, enhancing W(ω). The width of the enhanced region is
related to the cavity volume, which depends on the dielectric
contrast between the materials used for the DBR mirrors.30,80
Therefore, the origin of the observed PL spectral redistribution
so far discussed (Figure 3b) is the spectral shape of ρ1(r,ω).
An additional consequence of the eqs 2 and 3 concerns the
directionality of the emission. Figure 3c shows the steady-state
PL spectra of the microcavity collected at angles between 0 and
32°. The cavity emission shifts toward higher energy increasing
the detection angle, according to the PBG dispersion previously
described (see Supporting Information, Figure S5, for the trans-
mittance spectrum of the system and Supporting Information,
Figure S7, for the PL spectra as a function of wavelength and
angle of collection). Increasing the detection angle up to 15°,
the PL intensity remains almost constant. Conversely, over 15°,
the cavity mode does not efficiently overlap the PL of the
DiRs:PS nanocomposites (Figure 2b), and the signal starts
Figure 3. (a) Experimental (continuous line) and calculated (dashed
line) microcavity transmission spectra. (b) PL spectra for a microcavity
(in red) and for a reference sample (in black) recorded in the very
same conditions. (c) Contour plot of the microcavity fluorescence
spectra as a function of the collection angle.
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fading. Indeed, Figure 3c demonstrates that, in addition to
the spectral redistribution, a dramatic change in the spatial
DiRs emission occurs from the almost lambertian character of
the reference to a highly directional fluorescence given by
the microcavity, which allows light propagation only along its
axis.84
Despite the observed peak enhancement, the microcavity PL
intensity integrated over the full spectrum is reduced by ∼25%
compared to the reference one, indicating that the overall
emission is not clearly enhanced.84 Indeed, PL QY measure-
ments (Table 1) show a reduction of PL efficiency in the
microcavity (6.5%) with respect to the reference (33%). This
result can be mainly explained by self-absorption caused by
the reduced DiRs:PS nanocomposite Stokes shift (∼10 nm).
In spite of the weak CdSe core absorption, the self-absorption
is intensified by the very long photon dwelling time inside the
cavity. Indeed, while the photon transit time through a refer-
ence film having the very same thickness as the cavity can be
easily calculated as ∼1 fs (ncavitydcavity/c = 1.6 × 193 nm/c,
c speed of light), the dwelling time inside the cavity is instead
deeply affected by the presence of the DBR mirrors: photons
are confined by reflections inside the cavity layer, and their
dwelling time is dependent on the quality factor of the structure
(τd = Q/(2πω) = 83 fs). In this way, the probability of self-
absorption is greatly increased when compared to the isolated
reference film. The fate of each self-absorbed fluorescence
photons is now to be either re-emitted or to decay through
nonradiative processes. In this way, a significant reduction of
the microcavity QY is induced as experimentally observed.
Notice that, being the DiRs:PS nanocomposites capped by
CA layers both in the reference and in the microcavity
(see Methods for details) we do not need to claim for addi-
tional nonradiative recombination pathways to explain the QY
reduction observed for the microcavity.
Additional insights on this topic can be obtained by the
analysis of the nanosecond transient PL decays. According to
eq 3, the local density of photonic states influences the radiative
lifetime, which is related to the transition rate by
τ ω=− W ( )r
1
r (4)
and, therefore, to the net radiative rate enhancement.
According to eqs 3 and 4, a reduction of PL lifetime should
be observed for the microcavity with respect to the reference
DiRs:PS nanocomposite film. The modifications described by
eqs 3 and 4 should reduce emission lifetime. To investigate this
effect, we measured the PL decays for the composite DiRs:PS
reference film and for the microcavity at the cavity mode
wavelength in the spectral range 610.5−615.5 nm (Figure 4).
Compared to the reference, the microcavity PL shows a slower
decay for the initial 50 ns. For longer delays the two decays are
instead similar. This behavior is clearly in contrast with the
reduction of lifetime expected from eqs 3 and 4 considering the
effect of radiative decays only.
To better understand this puzzling behavior, we fitted the
decays by triexponential functions. We are aware that different
functional decays have been used in literature to describe the
photophysics of single nanocrystals or highly controlled
suspensions,87−91 but we feel safe to start the discussion on
our complex solid state samples (containing both DiRs and
impurities) with the simpler multiexponential kinetics. Table 1
summarizes both lifetimes (τi) and relative weights (Ai). Notice
that the decay of DiRs in toluene suspension can be successfully
fitted by a triexponential function, too (Supporting Information,
Figure S8 and Table S2).
For all the decays, the long-living PL component (∼40 ns)
accounts only for a few percent of the total emission. According
to literature, this very weak contribution can be assigned to
surface traps and will not be further discussed.92,93 Since this
contribution accounts only for few percent to the overall
microcavity PL kinetics, we discard it from further discussions.
Our attention will be instead focused on the two faster
contributes that we assign to the different emissions due to the
DiRs size distribution (Supporting Information, Figures S1b
and S3). This assignment is supported by the strong spectral
dependence of the decays. At 600 nm, where the small
impurities contribution (peak 1) to the overall PL is strong
(see Figure S3b for details), the fast decay (5.2 ns) contributes
56% to the decay (see Table 1). While the slower decay
(13.1 ns) has a 42% weight only. Very different is instead the
decay at 630 nm where the contribution of long DiRs (peak 2)
is dominant (see again Figure S3b for details). There, the fast
component disappears while the slower one (12.6 ns) grows to
86% of the overall decay.
Table 1. Lifetime (τj) and Relative Intensity (Aj) of the Different Decays as Deduced from the Fitting Procedure
τ1 (ns) A1 τ2 (ns) A2 τ3 (ns) A3 PL QY (%)
microcavity (613 nm) 6.7 ± 0.4 0.13 ± 0.04 12.0 ± 0.1 0.83 ± 0.04 40.3 ± 0.8 0.04 ± 0.03 6.5
reference (613 nm) 6.4 ± 0.7 0.35 ± 0.05 13.2 ± 0.3 0.61 ± 0.06 43 ± 4 0.04 ± 0.01 33
reference (600 nm) 5.2 ± 0.5 0.56 ± 0.06 13.1 ± 1 0.42 ± 0.07 56 ± 5 0.02
reference (630 nm) 0 12.6 ± 0.6 0.86 ± 0.02 51 ± 3 0.14 ± 0.02
Figure 4. (a) Normalized DIRs PL decay for microcavity (red line)
and reference (black line). (b) Spectrally resolved decay for the
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Let us now focus on the PL decay at the cavity mode
wavelength (613 nm). We observe that the relative weights
of the fast and slow PL decay components (A1 and A2) are
35% and 61%, respectively. Analyzing the deconvoluted DiRs
PL spectra (Supporting Information, Figure S3a) in the range
610.5−615.5 nm (the cavity mode spectral region), we observe
that the weight of the two contribution is very similar (∼35%
for the short wavelength emission (peak 1) and ∼65% for the
long wavelength one (peak 2); see Supporting Information,
Figure S3 and Table S1). Considering these findings, we assign
the fast decay τ1 to the short wavelength emission (608 nm),
which generates form the short DiRs population, while τ2 is
assigned to the long wavelength PL component (613 nm)
related to DiRs with ∼35 nm length. In agreement with this
assignment, longer DiRs, which have a better surface
passivation due to the more developed CdS shell, are also
the ones showing reduced nonradiative recombination rate,
hence, longer lifetimes.19−21 Unfortunately, a direct correlation
between the radiative and nonradiative rates through the overall
quantum yield (see Table 1) is not straightforward when
multiple decays simultaneously occurs, since the absorption and
QY for the single DiRs populations cannot be measured.
We discuss now the role of the microcavity on the fluo-
rescence decay. When embedded in the microcavity, the DiRs
show a smaller τ2 than in the reference sample, whereas τ1
remains constant within the experimental uncertainty. The
relative weight A2, instead, drastically grows inside the
microcavity (from 61 to 83%, see Table 1), while A1 decreases
(from 35 to 13%, see Table 1). The different response is related
to the unbalanced spectral overlap between the cavity mode
(613 nm) and the two different emissions. Indeed, an excellent
overlap is found for the slow decay (PL centered at 617 nm)
while it is reduced for the fast component (PL peaked at
608 nm). Then, an effective enhancement of PL peak intensity
(almost 10×) and lifetime reduction (from 13.2 to 12 ns) is
observed for the slower component. On the other hand, for the
fast decay (∼6 ns), the poor spectral overlap does not allow a
significant change in the emission rate, hence the component
retains the same lifetime. These changes might suggest the
presence of Purcell effect which is however limited to the PL
contribution of the DiRs longer in size (peak 2). We are aware
that the decrease in τ2 is not sufficient to definitely prove the
Purcell effect, which is indeed very difficult to observe.94,95
PL lifetime reduction might be caused not only by the photonic
cavity environment, but also by an increase of the nonradiative
decays rate introduced by microcavity growth. However, as
previously discussed for the QY, we do not expect any change
in the nonradiative recombination rate for DiR:PS nano-
composites being capped and prepared in the very same way
both for the reference and for the microcavity. For all these
reasons, we are left to assume that changes might occur only in
the radiative rates of the long size DiRs. Additional work will be
necessary to further support this interpretation. To this end, a
very important parameter is the dielectric contrast of the
polymers used to grow the DBR mirrors, which currently limits
the cavity volume.28,84,86,94,95 In this work, we used commercial
polymers having the largest dielectric contrast available over a
broad spectral range, which however does not seem enough to
massively increase the radiative rate. Novel polymer architec-
tures like hyperbranched polyvinyl sulfides77 or heavily doped
nanocomposites with high refractive index guest medium64,96,97
could be a solutions to substantially increase the dielectric
contrast and then significantly reduce the cavity mode volume,
which is one of the main parameters governing the light−
matter interaction in confined systems and then enhance
phenomena like the Purcell effect.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We reported solution-based bottom-up fabrication of all-polymer
planar microcavities embedding CdSe/CdS DiRs nanocrystals
as fluorescent medium. DiRs are dispersed in a polystyrene
matrix to obtain a highly process able nanocomposite. Optical
investigation of the microcavity shows a 10-fold sharpening
and a five-time increase of the emission at the cavity mode
wavelength, while the overall number of emitted photons is
reduced. Our microcavity shows a Q-factor of 255 that, to the
best of our knowledge, is the highest Q-factor reported so
far for all-polymer planar microcavities. PL spectra can be
deconvolved into two components related to long DiRs and
small impurities. For the high-energy and fast component due
to short impurities (peak 1), weakly resonant with the cavity
mode, no changes in lifetime are observed. For the resonant
longer wavelength emission due to long DiRs (peak 2), a 10%
lifetime reduction is observed that might result from Purcell
effect.
■ METHODS
The DiRs used in this work were synthesized as previously
described.3
Polymer microcavities were grown via spin-coating of dif-
ferent solutions at 7500 rpm. A DBR consisting of 25 bilayers
was fabricated on a 22 × 22 mm glass substrate by alternated
depositions of PVK in toluene (28 g/L) and CA in 4-hydroxy-
4-methyl-2-pentanone (35 g/L). The sample was annealed at
80 °C for 1 min after each PVK deposition to avoid percolation
of CA solvent through the PVK layers.98 This technique allows
to finely control layer thickness and interfacial roughness to
about 1 nm for commodity polymers.59,99 For less processable
polymers but with higher dielectric contrast roughness could be
less controlled. Notice also that among commodity polymers,
CA and PVK are the ones showing the largest dielectric
contrast and at the same time guaranteeing optimal mutual
processability for multilayers structures.77 The DiRs:PS nano-
composite was prepared by dissolving polystyrene into a
DiRs:toluene dispersion (40 g/L, PS; 0.8 g/L, DiRs). This
composite solution was spun-cast at 4800 rpm on the pre-
viously grown DBR and annealed at 80 °C for 10 min. Finally,
another 25 bilayers of CA and PVK were fabricated on top of
the DiRs:PS nanocomposite layer by alternated spin-coating to
complete the microcavity. The resulting structure is schema-
tized in Figure 1b. Growing conditions have been adjusted
to achieve DBRs in the λ/4 condition and to match the
cavity mode with the DiRs emission peak (Figure 2a−c). Our
all-polymer microcavities can be peeled-off from the substrates
they were fabricated on as shown in Figure 1a, where the
red fluorescence is clearly observed under violet excitation.
Our samples are flexible and can be adapted to complex surfaces.
As reference for PL measurements (spectral shape, intensity,
quantum yield, and lifetime), we spin-coated a DiRs:PS
nanocomposite layer as described above for the microcavity on
a glass substrate coated with a CA film to obtain the same
thickness.
Reflectance spectra were measured with a system based
on an Avantes compact spectrometer (resolution 1.4 nm) as
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previously described.64,69,77 Angle resolved spectra have been
recorded by a homemade setup (angular resolution ≤ 1°).
Steady-state PL measurements were performed by exciting
the samples with an Oxxius 405 nm CW laser focused on a
1 mm2 spot and the fluorescence was collected with an
Ocean Optics Jazz COMBO 2 compact modular spectrometers
(530−880 nm, 0.5 nm resolution). Time-resolved PL measure-
ments were recorded using a 405 nm LDH−P-C-405 laser
combined with a PDL 800B driver (40 ps pulse width, 5 MHz
repetition rate) and a PicoQuant Time Correlated Single
Photon Counting system (Time Harp 260 PICO board, 25 ps
temporal resolution; PMA Hybrid 40 detector, 140 ps response
time) equipped with a Solar Laser Systems monochromator.
Each decay has been measured 17 times over different spots on
sample surface and, for each measurement, photoluminescence
lifetimes have been retrieved using PicoQuant FluoFit Pro
fitting software (accounting for the instrument response func-
tion). The decay parameters reported in this work are the
average over the 17 fits.
External PL quantum efficiency for microcavities and
references were measured as described by de Mello et al.100
using an integrating sphere (Avantes AvaSphere-50) fiber-
coupled with the Oxxius 405 nm laser previously described,
and an Avantes AvaSpec-2048 calibrated spectrometer
(200−1150 nm, 1.4 nm resolution).
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